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Expert Technology Recruitment in the UK and BeneluxAt Ottey Sourcing, we take

pride in our specialisation in key sectors within the Technology industry across the

UK and Benelux regions. With our in-depth knowledge and comprehensive

recruitment solutions, we cater to the unique needs of both clients and candidates

in the software, cloud, infrastructure, data, and cybersecurity domains. Our

experience in Technology recruitment has provided us with valuable insights into

the industry’s technical skills, trends, and challenges, making us the recruitment

agency of choice for top talent and ideal roles. Why Ottey Sourcing? 
At Ottey Sourcing, we prioritize a human, personable touch in our recruitment

process. We believe in building strong relationships with our clients and candidates,

ensuring that you are more than just a number to us.
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open communication, transparency, and building long-term relationships with our

clients and candidates.
We recognize that each candidate and client is unique. That’s why we tailor our

recruitment process to precisely match your requirements. We go above and

beyond to find the right fit for both parties.
Unlike a typical recruitment agency, we see ourselves as a recruitment consultancy

and partner. From the initial stages to the final placements, we stand with you

throughout your recruitment journey.
Our deep understanding of the technology job market empowers us to provide

knowledgeable guidance and support to both clients and candidates. With a track

record of success, we confidently assist in finding the best match for your needs.

If you are a Technology-focused client or candidate that is looking for a professional,

personable recruitment partner that combines deep industry knowledge, a thorough

understanding of needs and motivations, and a commitment to honesty and

trustworthiness – then please contact Ottey Sourcing. 
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